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The Cyclol Theory and the 'GlobuJar' Proteins* 

By Dr. D. M. Wrinch 

A NUMBER of facts relating to proteins1 suggest 
that the polypeptides in native proteins are in 

a folded state 2 ·3 • The type of folding must be such 
as to imply the possibility of the regular and orderly 
arrangement of htmdreds of amino acid residues, 
which to some extent at least is independent of the 
particular residues in question. 

At present two types of folding have been suggested, 
the cyclol type3 • 4 and the hyrlrogen bond typE>5

• 

The search for other types of folding is being con· 
tinued. So far, it has not proved possible to discard 
either theory on the grounds that the type of link 
postulated is out of the question. It is, therefore, 
very desirable to test these theories by checking 
their implications against known facts. Accordingly 
it is now considered whether the cyclol theory can 
stand the test of the body of facts relating to the 
'globular' proteins, established by Svedberg and his 
collaboratorsB. 

THE CYCLOL FABRIC 

In previous communications the cyclol postulate has 
been applied directly to polypeptides, and a number of 
molecules, cyclol 6, cyclol 18 ... and the general cyclol 
fabric (Fig. 1) have been suggested for consideration. 
These are all of one polyhexagonal type, in which 
the individual hexagons are alternately '2-way' 
diazine hexagons sharing opposite sides with triazine 
hexagons and '3-way' triazine hexagons sharing 
alternate sides with diazine hexagons. In default 
of information as to the sides and angles of these 
hexagons, a mean value is at present adopted for the 
C-C and C-N distances indifferently, and the 
tetrahedral angle ll as the valency angle for C. The 
valency angle for N is also taken as ll, since it has 
this value in hexamethylene tetramine7 , in which, 
as in the cyclol fabric, each N atom is joined to 
three C atoms. 

In accordance with these assumptions, the in
dividual hexagons in the cyclol fabric are at present 
taken to be 'crumpled' as in cyclohexane. The mid
points of the sides of a 'crumpled' hexagon are the 
vertices of a plane hexagon, and the geometrical 
problems can be simplified by taking these plane 
hexagons as the fundamental units in a 'median' 
network which represents the cyclol in a new way, 
each 'crumpled' hexagon being replaced by a 'median' 
hexagon. 

In previous communications the cyclols have been 
considered only in the case when all the median 
hexagons lie in one common plane. 'Vith this limita
tion there has, of course, been no question of building 
a closed (that is, a space-enclosing) cyclol. To do 
so, it is necessary to investigate the conditions under 
whieh a cyclol fabric can bend about a line. Evidently 
it i>: permissible for two abutting median hexagons 
to lie on different planes, if the angle between the 
planes is the tetrahedral angle ll. Thus a cyclol 
fabric need not have a single median plane, but may 
turn about certain lines provided that the angle 
between abutting median planes is ll. The problem 
of the possible existence of space-enclosing cyclols 

*This article is based upon lectures given at the HaLYard, Yale 
and George Washington University Medical Schools anrl at the Medical 
Centre, Columbia UniYersity, in October and November Com
municated to the Editor of NATI.TR}: on March Hl, 1937. 

can then be stated precisely as follows. Is it possible 
for a cyclol network to bond across one line after 
another so that it joins up and thus surrounds s 
portion of space ? In other words, can a cyclol net
work be drawn, not on a plane but on the surf;we 

Fig. L 
THE CYCLOL PATTERN. THE MEDIA.'< PL.-ISE OF THE 

LAMINA IS THE PLANE OF THE PAPER. THE LAMINA HAS 
ITS 'FRONT' SURFACE ABOVE AND ITS 'BACK ' SURFACE 

BELOW THE PAPER. 

e = N. 
0 = C(QH), PEPTIDE HYDROXYL UPWARD S . 

0 = C(QH), PEPTIDE HYDROXYL DOWXWARDS. 

c - = CHR, DIREcTroN oF siDE cHAr:-o rNITrALLY 

OUTWARDS. 

0- = CHR, DffiECTION OF SIDE CHATh' IXITIALLY 

UPWARDS. 

of some polyhedron such that the faces at any edge 
crossed by the network abut at the tetrahedra.! 
angle? 

THE CLOSED CYCLOLS 
To solve this problem, all the polyhedra in which 

some at least of the dihedral angles are equal to the 
tetrahedral angle will be considered in turn. As a 
first step it is remarked that among the regular and 
semi-regular polyhedra•, only four satisfy the con
ditions. These are the truncated tetrahedron, the 
octahedron, the truncated octahedron and the skew 
triangular prism. On this occasion, as an example 
of this method of building megamolecules, attention 
is directed to the truncated tetrahedron, on which 
it has proved possible to draw closed cyclol networks. 
These networks form a linear series C" C2 , • • • Cn, 
... which comprise 72, 288, ... 72n', ... amino 
acid residues. Figs. 2 and 3 show models of C1 and 
C2 in which the cyclol fabric is represented by the 
median hexagons. These models have 4 hexagonal 
faces, 4 triangular faces and 6 slits. The actual 
distribution of the (C-C-N) groups of atoms in 
the amino acid residues in the molecule can be 
inferred from the median hexagons, which are to be 
regarded simply as a shorthand notation. 

The possibility of building closed cyclols on the 
other polyhedra mentioned above and on polyhedra 
which are not regular or semi-regular is being in
vestigated. If they can be constrncted they will also 
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exist in linear series, each comprising nUIUbers of 
residues represented by a quadratic function of the 
natuxal numbers l, 2, ... n, ... 

The cyclol hypothesis therefore predicts the 
existence of one or more series of 'space-enclosing' 
protein molecules, each series comprising nUIUbers of 
residues given by a quadratic ftmction of the natural 
nwnbers l, 2, 3, ... n, ... and in particular of a 
series C" C2 , • • • Cn, . . . having the shape of 
truncated tetrahedra and comprising 72, 288, . . . 
72n 2, ••• residues. 

These predictions are, it is claimed, confirmed by 
the results obtained by Svedberg and his collabor· 
ators6 • 

(1) It is found that certain proteins are 'globular' 
molecules which, in appropriate circUIUstances, are 
monodisperse. The cyclol theory implies the existence 
of space-enclosing molecules containing certain 
specific nUIUbers of amino acid residues : their poly
hedral character is in accord with and offers an inter
pretation of the nature of this 'globularity'. 

(2) It is found that certain molecules exist in 
different degrees of association in solutions of different 
pH, having a maximum molecular weight in a certain 
pH range and dissociating reversibly into molecules 
with submultiple molecular weights on one or both 
sides of this range. This is interpreted to mean that, 
in certain types of protein, the molecule will form 
multiple molecules at appropriate pH values by link
ages between peptide hydroxyls or by salt linkages 
between side chains, the process of dissociation on 
changing the pH being reversible. 

(3) It is found that the molecular weights of pro
teins are not distributed at random, but fall into a 
sequence of widely separated classes, the molecular 
weights in one class varying by as much as 15 per cent 
from a mean value. This is interpreted to mean 
that the proteins falling into one of these classes 
have a common structure as regards the arrangement 
of the constituent amino acids, and it is further 
suggested that each class connotes one closed cyclol 
network or an association of a certain nUIUber of 
such units. The variation in molecular weight within 
a class is then accounted for by the different selections 
of residues in the various proteins which can yield 

Fig. 2. 

an average residue weight varying (say) from 100 to 
135, which may also entail the presence of different 
nwnbers of water molecules in the molecule9 • A 
further modification is also introduced if imino acid 
residues are present. 

These tests are only qualitative. It would be of 
greater interest to apply more stringent quantitative 
tests. This will only be possible when data are 

available which give, for some of the 'globular' 
proteins, the shape of the molecule, the average value 
of the weights of the contained amino acid residues, 
the number of imino acid residues and the numbers 
of water molecules which form an integral part of 
the molecular structure. 

It is, however, suggested for consideration in the 
future, that the group of proteins with molecular 

Fig. 3. 

weights ranging from 33,600 to 40,500 10 are closed 
cyclol molecules of type C2 • This molecular weight 
class is of particular importance, since Svedberg has 
suggested that very many, possibly most, other pro
teins have molecular weights which are multiples of 
(say) 36,000. 

Full details of this work will appear shortly. 

Postsc1'ipt added May 28, 1937 : My attention has 
been directed to recent work by Bergmann and his 
collaborators, which strongly confirms the conclusion 
reached above. In particular, it may h ere be put on 
record that one of the predictions has now been 
verified: Bergmann and Niemann (J. Biol. Ohem., 
118, 301 ; 1937) deduce from the chemical analysis 
of egg albumin that this molecule (which belongs to 
the group of proteins with molecular weights in the 
neighbourhood of 36,000) consists of exactly 288 
residues as predicted by the cyclol hypothesis. Full 
details of my work are in course of publication in 
the P1·oceedings of the Royal Society. 
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